INTAKE GUARD KIT FOR 10" AUGER
#ASE-12792

Install intake guard assembly at intake end of auger. Slide the assembly over the flighting and the housing. Insert intake stub shaft through the bearing and clamp the assembly to the auger housing. Top upper half band should be above welded stop.

Attach the hitch pipe to intake guard.

*There should be a stop welded to the auger housing between the two top intake guard clamp bands. If the auger has no stop, weld on a 3/8" square bar 1" long or similar part.

NOTE: Do NOT slide intake guard on so far that the auger flight is in contact with the bearing. Leave at least 1/2" clearance between the flight and the bearing.

HEAVY DUTY, HALF BAND

3/8" x 1-1/2" long HEX HEAD BOLT AND NUT

* WELDED STOP

INTAKE STUB BEARING

HITCH PIPE,

Use one 1/2" x 3-1/2" bolt, flat washer, lock washer and nut to hold hitch pipe in extended position for towing auger.
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